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OVERVIEW

Opportunity Zones
What are Opportunity Zones and where are they?
− An Opportunity Zone (OZ) is a population census that meets the definition of a
“low-income” community as that term is defined in the Internal Revenue Code in
the context of the New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC)
−

Eligible areas are based on low-income census tracts and tracts contiguous to these
low-income census tracts

− These census tracts have been specifically designated as Qualified Opportunity
Zones (QOZs) under Section 1400Z
− IRS Notice 2018-48 includes an official list of all population census tracts
designated as QOZs
− There are now more than 8,700 certified QOZs in all 50 states, D.C., Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands
−

11 percent of the country is designated as an OZ

OPPORTUNITY ZONES

Baker Tilly’s mapping tool

Find eligible areas at bakertilly.com/opportunityzones

OPPORTUNITY ZONES

Overview
−

Established by the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017

−

Incentive to stimulate significant economic
development

−

Encourages investments in certain low-income
communities
–

−

Potential to defer and permanently reduce capital gain
–

−

Deferral and reduction of gain, NOT a credit or deduction

Requires reinvestment of the capital gain into Qualified
Opportunity Fund (QOF)
–

−

States designate QOZs

Similar to 1031 gain but gain does not have to come from
a real estate investment

Brand new, untested, thin guidance exists – no judicial
doctrine

OPPORTUNITY ZONES

What are the tax incentives for
investment in a QOZ?

OPPORTUNITY ZONES

Benefits of the OZ

− Deferral: The original gain invested is taxable only when the investment in the
Opportunity Fund is sold or Dec. 31, 2026, whichever occurs first.

− Partial forgiveness: If the OZ investment is held five years, the original gain is
discounted 10 percent (15 percent if held more than seven years). Investment
must be made by Dec. 31, 2019, in order to qualify for 15 percent discount.

− Tax-free appreciation: If the Opportunity Fund investment is held for more than 10
years, the tax basis of the OZ investment steps up to its fair market value upon sale.

−

This is upon an election made by the investor on their tax return covering the period of sale, if the
investment’s value appreciated. If the value decreased, the election would not be made.

In effect, appreciation on the investment, but not the original deferred gain, is
eliminated permanently. Depreciation losses should be a permanent benefit with a
10-year hold. We are awaiting IRS confirmation of this significant tax benefit.
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What gain qualifies for tax
benefits?
Participation in the OZ program begins with investing capital gain into an
Opportunity Fund.
− It includes long- and short-term capital gain, collectables gain, gains from the
property governed by section 1231, capital gain dividend distributions, but
gains that would generate ordinary income are ineligible.
− The capital gain must originate from a sale or exchange with an unrelated
party within the previous 180 days.
− Investing other money alongside capital gain is permissible, but only the
capital gain portion of the investment qualifies for the tax benefits.
− When recognized, the deferred gain includes the same attributes in the year
of inclusion that it would have had if tax on the gain had not been deferred.
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How long is the designation?

– The designation of a census tract as a QOZ remains in effect until
December 31, 2028
– Qualified gain must be invested in a QOZ before 12/31/2026 for the
OZ benefits.
– Recent regulations clarified that if an investment is made, and during
the holding period of the investment the QOZ designation expires,
the investor will obtain tax-free appreciation on a sale of their
investment until a hard date of 2047
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Taxpayers eligible to elect
gain deferral–special rule
for pass-throughs
−

If a partnership elects to defer the gain, the gain is
not included in the distributive share of the partner
– All the tax benefits are applied at the partnership
level, and the original gain is not taken into
account by the partners

−

If a partnership chooses not to defer the gain, then
the partner has the ability to make the election with
regard to its distributive share
– The 180-day investment window generally
begins at the close of the partnership’s taxable
year
– Alternatively, if the partner has actual knowledge
of the date the gain is recognized by the
partnership, it can elect within the
180-day window beginning on the earlier date
– Special rule also applies to other pass-through
entities, such as S corporations

Partnerships as well as partners are
eligible to defer the capital gain.

INVESTMENT STRUCTURE

Options for direct or indirect QOF
investment
Qualified
Opportunity
Fund

Indirect Ownership

1
Qualified Opportunity
Zone Stock

Qualified Opportunity Zone
Business

Qualified Opportunity
Zone Property

3
Direct Ownership

Qualified Opportunity Zone
Business Property

Indirect Ownership

2
Qualified Opportunity
Zone Partnership Interest

Qualified Opportunity Zone
Business
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Direct QOZ fund model for rental real
estate

Qualifying gains

Project
LLC

QOZ
business
property

Bank loan

Requirements of QOZ business property
1.
Tangible property used in a trade or
business
2.
Acquired from an unrelated party
(20% standard) after 12/31/17
3.
Original use commences with the
QOF or is substantially improved by
the QOF
4.
During substantially all of the QOF’s
holding period, substantially all of the
use of the property was in a QOZ

INVESTMENT STRUCTURE

Indirect QOZ fund model for rental real
estate
1.

QOZ
business

Qualifying gains

2.
3.
4.
5.

QOF

% ownership
QOZ
property

Building
LLC

Requirements of QOZ business
Trade or business where
“substantially all” of tangible property
owned or leased is QOZBP – 70/30
test
50% of gross income comes from
“active” conduct trade or business
Less than 5% NQFP with reasonable
amounts working capital – 31 month
runway
No “sin” businesses
If intangible property, must be used in
trade or business

Bank loan
Requirements of QOZ business property
Tangible property used in a trade or
business
2.
Acquired by the business by purchase
after 12/31/17
3.
Original use commences with the
business or is substantially improved
by the business
4.
During substantially all of the
business’s holding period,
substantially all of its use was in an
QOZ
1.
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What type of investment
qualifies?
Qualified Opportunity Zone business property means:
− Tangible property used in a trade or business
– We assume rental real estate qualifies as a trade or business since it is used in an
example in the newly released guidance—Revenue Ruling 2018-29

− Property acquired by purchase after Dec. 31, 2017
− The original use of such property in the QOZ commences with the qualified
Opportunity Fund or the Opportunity Fund substantially improves the
property
− Where the Opportunity Fund owns the property directly, substantially all of
the use of such property occurs within a qualified OZ
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Original use or substantial
improvement
The original use of the Opportunity
Zone property must commence with
the fund or there must be “substantial
improvement” to the property.

−

The Opportunity Fund has a 30-month
window to improve the property, such
that the basis of the property increases
by an amount that exceeds the amount
of the adjusted basis at the beginning
of the 30-month period.

−

The basis of the land is excluded from
the underlying calculation.

−

For example, an Opportunity Fund
acquires a building for $10 million, $4
million attributable to the land and $6
million attributable to the improvement;
at the end of 30-month period,
improvements of $6 million + $1 must
be made.

OPPORTUNITY ZONES

Benefits of the OZ

This model assumes a 23.80% federal tax rate, 5.00% growth rate and 10.00% annual investment return. This model is for illustration purposes
only, and contains certain financial assumptions as to the possible future results that are inherently uncertain and subjective. We make no
representation or warranty as to the attainability of those assumptions or whether future results will occur as illustrated.
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Example impact on IRR
Assumptions
− Projects are economically identical (i.e., same cash and tax shelter attributes), but
one is within an OZ and one is not
− OZ investors defer 23.8 percent in capital gain tax, while non-OZ investors pay
23.8 percent capital gains tax (all investors are assumed to liquidate an
investment with a gain to make this investment)
− NOI growth of 2 percent per year, 3 percent management fee, triple net tenants, 5
percent assumed vacancy, accelerated depreciation*
− Investment sold at 6 percent cap rate, net of
5 percent transaction expenses
− Annual passive income taxed at 29.6 percent
and tax losses assumed to be used in current
year
*awaiting IRS confirmation on negative capital account step-up

Non-OZ

OZ
improvement

7.8%

5.9%

32%

7 years

8.9%

6.9%

29%

10 years

10.9%

7.5%

45%

After-tax IRR

OZ

5 years
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Capital gain deferral, forgiveness
and tax-free appreciation
Qualifying sale and investment
If held for 5 years, 90% of original capital gain
invested is subject to tax

HELD 5 YEARS
2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

If held for 7
years, 85% of
gain is taxed

Year 10 – 100% forgiveness of
gain on appreciation – Basis of
property equal to FMV

HELD 7 YEARS

HELD 10 YEARS

2024

2025

2026

2027

12/31/2026
“Deemed Sale”
Tax due is lesser of (a) FMV
over basis of investment or
(b) original gain over basis
of investment

2028
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What about the treatment of the
investment before year 10?
− Investment generates income
– Pay tax on general operating income

− Investment generates tax losses, may be suspended
− Sale of Opportunity Fund assets before year 10
– Investors realize gains on interim sales prior to year 10
– Gain would be recognized by the corporation or individual investor depending on
structure

− Avoidance of interim gain on recycled investments
– Regarding the federal income tax treatment of any gains that are reinvested by the
Opportunity Fund, the IRS stated that “soon-to-be released proposed regulations will
provide guidance on these reinvestments…”

OPPORTUNITY ZONES

What investment types does
the OZ program favor?
− Commercial real estate: Works well since the program is focused on long-term
investment and real estate is not going to grow out of compliance like an operating
business potentially could

− New business startup in an OZ after Dec. 31, 2017: Application is

challenging without future guidance by Treasury but the OZ legislation can benefit startup businesses

− Expanding an existing business into an OZ: This investment type is also

contemplated, but if the business outside of the OZ is a substantial part of your
business, may have to set up a regarded entity to run operations inside the OZ and also
for every year thereafter to ensure compliance; new 70/30 rule for qualified Opportunity
Zone business affords some leeway

− Small business already in an OZ with large expansion: If already in an OZ

at Dec. 31, none of the assets would be Qualified Opportunity Zone Business Property;
would have to meet “substantial improvement” requirement

OPPORTUNITY ZONES

Fund certification

IRS recently provided guidance regarding Opportunity Zone
Fund certification:
– To establish an Opportunity Fund, the IRS states that there is no
formal approval or action required by the IRS
– An eligible taxpayer “self-certifies” the investment
– An informational form (Form 8996) is completed and attached to the
taxpayer’s timely filed federal income tax return for the year in which
the investment is made and annually thereafter
– This process appears to be very informal with no official IRS consent
required for the Opportunity Fund investment

OPPORTUNITY ZONES

State layering benefits

Missouri

Proposes an increased cap for state historic
credits for properties located in OZs

California

Introduces a bill to exempt projects in OZs from
the CA Environmental Quality Act

New
Jersey

Provides monetary assistance for rents from their
economic development authority for businesses
that locate in OZs

Ohio

Proposes a 10 percent nonrefundable state tax
credit for investments of at least $25,000 in an OZ
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Open issues
– Whether and when investors can depreciate the investment that they have made
in a QOZ; whether the exemption from gain on sale would avoid any recapture of
those deductions
– Whether distributions of refinancing proceeds will cut against the investors having
made a qualifying “investment” in the QOF
– The application of the requirement for “substantial improvement” to an operating
business as compared to a real estate project
– Whether investors have to recognize interim capital gains incurred as a result of
the sale of QOZ property by the QOF
– The so called “hotdog stand” deal, where one purchases land for $10M improved
by a hotdog stand worth $50,000 and satisfies the substantial improvement test
with an investment of another $50,000. Does this work?
– Whether the 31-month safe harbor included in the Proposed Regulations limits
QOZ benefits to projects that are completed within that time, or just requires
money to be spent within 31 months after it comes in
– What QOF actions lead to decertification?
– Can a QOF lend capital?
– Will states follow suit and provide QOZ benefits for qualified capital gains?

BUILDING A CAPITAL STACK

Pairing OZs with other
credits and incentives
Our specialized transactions team has experience
in municipal, state, federal and international
incentives programs and negotiations. Many of
these programs can be paired with Opportunity
Zones to decrease project sponsor equity,
including:
−

New Markets Tax
Credits (NMTC)

−

Tax Increment
Financing (TIF)

−

State and local credits
and incentives

−

Property Assessed Clean
Energy (PACE)

−

Job creation and
retention credits

−

Historic Tax Credits (HTC)

−

EB-5 Immigrant Investor
Program

BUILDING A CAPITAL STACK

Benefits of layering incentives

− Makes projects economically
feasible
− Higher return on investment
− Lower cost of capital
− Lower owner’s investment
− Higher probability of successful
project
− Opportunity to expand the project
without expending additional funds
− Potential shifting of tax attributes to
sponsor

BUILDING A CAPITAL STACK

Incentive
opportunities

Job creation
and/or job
retention

Construction
of a new
building

Rehabilitation of
old/historical
structure
OPPORTUNITIES

Transferring
equipment or
employees from
another facility

Tax considerations,
credits and
incentives

Acquiring a
business

Training needs

Remodeling an
existing facility or
moving/adding
facilities

Facility lease –
renew or lease
new space

BUILDING A CAPITAL STACK

New Markets Tax Credits
Program overview
−

Created in 2000 to encourage
investment in eligible low-income
opportunities

−

Investors (receiving benefit of federal
tax credit) provide low-interest loans
to businesses

Eligibility
−

Location

−

Community benefit through job
creation or retention, community
services, environmental
sustainability, etc.

Funding
−

Based on a competitive application
model

Find eligible census tracts with our mapping tool:
bakertilly.com/nmtc

BUILDING A CAPITAL STACK

PACE financing

Provides loans for energy improvements that
are repaid through a special property tax
assessment
Advantages
−

20-year fixed rate financing

−

High LTV – functions like mezzanine debt

−

Funds up to 20 percent of project costs

−

Non-recourse

−

Senior lender retains foreclosure rights

BUILDING A CAPITAL STACK

Negotiated incentives
Many organizations may not
realize that the economic impact
of their project makes them
attractive for available incentives.
Many different types and sizes of
projects can benefit, but you only
get one opportunity to make your
case for incentives.
Using a strategic approach
positions your project for a
favorable award and provides an
advantage in the marketplace.

Duluth Trading Company
Corporate Headquarters

Pharmaceutical
Office and Lab

100 new jobs | $4M incentive

Fresh Thyme
Grocery store
60 new jobs | $1M
incentive

Meat Packing
Facility

600 new jobs |
$9.95M incentive

255 new jobs |
$2.25M incentive

Steel Manufacturing Facility
10 new jobs | $6.75M incentive

Food Processing
Manufacturing
Facility
220 new jobs |
$6.5M incentive

Fortune 500 Corporate Headquarters
1,300 jobs | $10M incentive

Simply
Essentials
Processing
facility
400 new jobs |
$7M incentive

Now available: 1050 East Wash
Opportunity Zone investment offering

OVERVIEW

1050 East Wash
− A new multifamily development
− Located in Madison, Wisconsin
− Contains 124 apartments, 51,560
square feet of commercial office and
retail space and a two floor enclosed
parking deck
− Developer: Stone House Development
− Contractor: Stevens Construction
Corp.
− Projected 10-year IRR of 11.86 percent
and average stabilized cash
distributions of 5 percent with modest
65 percent leverage

Criteria for investor suitability
− A new multifamily development
− Have capital gains they want to defer and pay in
2026 with a 15 percent reduction in the tax on the
original gain
− Want the opportunity to participate in the potential
upside at an exit event with all gains shielded from tax
− Seek cash-on-cash returns with low leverage and
good forecasted growth
− Seek diversification from the stock market
− Must be an accredited investor as defined by Rule
501 D promulgated under the Securities Act of 1933,
as amended
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About Baker Tilly

Advisory, tax and assurance
3,150 talented and passionate individuals strong,
Baker Tilly is a leading advisory, tax and assurance
firm whose specialized professionals guide clients
through an ever-changing business world, helping
them win now and anticipate tomorrow.
We have grown to become one of the 15 largest
accounting and advisory firms in the U.S. by
broadening our service offerings and expanding our
geographic presence to meet the evolving needs of
clients.

−

Headquartered in Chicago, IL with more than 30
office locations coast to coast

−

Top 15 largest accounting and advisory firm in
the U.S. by Accounting Today’s 2018 list of “Top
100 Firms”

−

2018 Great Place to Work by Best Workplaces

−

Member of Baker Tilly International, a worldwide
network of independent accounting and
business advisory firms in 147 territories, with
33,600 professionals
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Who we serve
In response to our clients’ needs and
expectations, our firm is structured around
teams of industry-focused advisory, tax and
assurance specialists.
Top industries served
−
−
−
−
−

Energy and utilities
Financial services
Higher education
Healthcare/senior
living
Manufacturing and
distribution

−
−
−
−
−
−

Oil and gas
Public sector/NFP
Professional services
Real estate and
construction
Retail/automotive
Technology

Middle-market focus
From fast-growing small companies to large
multinational corporations, our collaborative
service model has been built on the needs of
middle-market businesses over the past 86
years.

INDUSTRY SPECIALIZATION

Real estate development

At every stage of development, Baker Tilly delivers a thorough understanding of the operational and capital
challenges you face. Our cross-industry professionals adapt to your business needs and bring you
innovative solutions that produce measurable results—from concept to completion.

Real estate developers, owners, investors, operators, and lenders trust Baker Tilly to support their business
in a multitude of areas, including:
−

Accounting, audit and tax services

−

Real estate transaction consulting

−

Outsourcing

−

Project finance

−

Market studies

−

−

Tax credits and incentives

Construction cost control and contract
compliance

−

International

INDUSTRY SPECIALIZATION

Capital sourcing
Businesses face many challenges when working to raise capital. Whether you
are looking for senior debt, mezzanine financing or equity to fund organic
growth, an acquisition or a recapitalization, our team of industry specialized
investment bankers can help you identify and prioritize your options.
Utilizing strong relationships with trusted capital sources, we provide the
financing expertise and experience resulting in successful capital sourcing.
Organizing a financing takes a strategic and structured approach. We specialize
in offering middle-market private and public businesses the following services:
−

Refinancing

−

Growth equity

−

Acquisition financing

−

Debt and equity recapitalizations

−

Project financing

−

Second lien and mezzanine debt placement

Baker Tilly Capital, LLC disclosure

OPPORTUNITY ZONES

How we can help
Project sponsor services

– Financial modeling showing the after-tax impact of OZ benefits and
recommending strategies to optimize the capital stack
– Cost segregation studies to accelerate depreciation recovery
– Construction audit services to ensure adherence to construction
contract terms
– Fund administration
– Identify and source other credits and incentives
– Potentially raise capital through Baker Tilly Capital (subject to diligence
and an approval process)

Investor services

– Tax planning
– Selective investment offerings that have undergone extensive due
diligence by Baker Tilly Capital
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Connect with us
Michael Ross

President and Principal of Baker Tilly Capital, LLC
+1 (512) 975 7290
michael.ross@bakertilly.com

bakertilly.com/opportunityzones
go.bakertilly.com/oz-investor
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